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ethiopia
highlights
Lalibela - exploring the incredible 12th
century rock-hewn churches. Visit the
church in a cave - Yemrehana Krestos.
Low level flight through the spectacular
Tekeze gorge
Tigray Region & Gheralta mountains
- ancient rock-hewn churches full of
colourful frescoes and artefacts.
Danakil Depression - Afar people on the
salt pans, neon sulphur springs at Dallol
and the turquoise pools of Lake Asal.
Stellae monuments at the
bustling town of Aksum, the building
believed to house the Ark of the
Covenant, Maria Zion and the
monastery with the treasure house.
Simien Mountains - high altitude
landscapes, Gelada baboon & Walia Ibex.
Royal Enclosure of Gondar - Castles
and imperial houses dating back 400 years.
End of your safari!

Dawn over the Simiens
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itinerary
Day 1: Addis Ababa
Explore the street markets and museum,
and enjoy an evening in the traditional
song houses. Sheraton Hotel
Day 2 & 3: Lalibela
highlights
Fly to Lalibela via
the Blue Nile gorge.
Visit some of the ancient monolithic
churches including St George and
Virunga National Park
Yemrehana Krestos, in the company of a
Mountain
& Lowland
local guide.
Mountain
ViewGorilla
Hotel

Congo
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Semliki River, Lake Edward & Sinda
Day 4, 5 & 6: Tigray Region
Gorge
Our next destination is Gheralta
in the

Tigray region, flying via the spectacular
Senkwekwe
orphanage
Tekeze
Gorge. Wegorilla
will visit
the ancient
churches in the mountains including an
optional thrilling hike to Abuna Yemata
The active volcanos of Nyamuragira
- the church in the sky! Take a morning
Nyiragongo
heli excursion to theand
Danakil
Depression.
Experience life in a Tigray village, and
finally take aLwiro
short flight
to the
historical
Primate
Institute
town of Aksum. Korkor Lodge

Blue
Nile

Start & End
Addis Ababa

Kahuzi
- Grauer
gorilla trek
DayBiega
7: Simien
Mountains

Early departure to the Simiens to make
Island
& Lake
Kiva
the
most ofTchegera
the mountain
scenery
at
dawn. A day exploring the National Park,
in search of Gelada Baboon and other
unique wildlife. Limalimo Lodge
Day 8: Safari Ends!
Morning visit to Gondar to see the walled
city of Fasil Ghebbi famous for its ancient
castles and palaces. Return to Addis
Ababa. Sheraton Hotel
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OROMIA

Bale Mountains

addis ababa
- Meaning “new flower” - a symbol of
hope Addis Ababa is the fourth largest city
in Africa - a melting pot of cultures
and a bizarre combination of past and
present - Italian Fascist buildings sit
alongside luxurious high rise hotels;
priests in medieval robes mix with
African bureaucrats and wandering
minstrels singing songs that are
centuries old.
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blue nile
- Gorge Spectacular flight to Lalibela, through
astonishing landscapes, following the
course of the Blue Nile Gorge.
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lalibela
- Farming Life The market town of Lalibela is set in
the mountainous region of Amhara
at 2,200 meters, where 80% of the
people are engaged in subsistence
farming.
Teff, a tiny golden highly nutritious
grain, is grown abundantly and
extracted using ponies and cattle to
trample the straw. Their farming
methods are old-age, typically using
ox-drawn ploughs and their produce
is taken to market by donkeys.
Adding to the charm of Lalibela are
the quaint double storey homesteads
called ‘tukuls’ – with windowless walls
made of mud and wattle, and the
roof of thatch. Lighting is by candle
and cooking is over an open fire in the
middle of the house. The livestock are
kept on the lower floor.
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lalibela
- Ethiopia’s holiest city & center of
pilgrimage, with 12th & 13th century
monolithic churches Intended to be a ‘new Jerusalem’
following the capture of the Holy
lands by Muslims, the rural town
of Lalibela is an ancient world with
medieval rock-hewn churches, hidden
crypts and dimly lit passageways,
carved from solid granite, a millennia
ago.
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Today, it is not only the physical
structures that remain frozen in time,
but a place of pilgrimage for many of
Ethiopia’s Orthodox Christians.
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church of saint
george
- Lalibela This 900 year old church of Bet
Giyorgis is located on the western side
of the cluster of 11 churches that were
commissioned by King Lalibela.
It was carved with amazing
geometrical precision from a single
piece of volcanic rock, 40 feet into
the ground in the shape of a Greek
cross. Although plain on the inside,
there is a curtain that shields the Holy
of Holies, in front of which usually
stands a priest displaying scripture
and paintings.
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yemrehana krestos
- Lalibela In the 11th Century, Yemrehana
Krestos - a Ethiopian King and a royal
saint - constructed a beautiful stone
and wood church in Aksumite style,
inside a dark cave.
Until 15 years ago, this church, that
bears his name, was only reachable
after an arduous journey by foot or
mule. Located 12 miles northeast
from Lalibela, the Yemrehana Krestos
church lies within the western side of
Mount Abuna Yosef.
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tekeze river
- Sensational Landscapes The Tekeze River has created one of
the world’s deepest canyons – over
2000 feet in places.
The most striking turquoise blue
river flows through this spectacularly
beautiful, dramatically eroded and
barren landscape.
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tigray region
- Gheralta Mountains & rock-hewn
Churches The Tigray region of northern
Ethiopia has particularly spectacular
landscape - red stratified mountains
and sharp peaks that rise from the
plains.
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rock-hewn churches
- Tigray’s historical treasures &
ancient places of worship Very little is known about the origin
of the 120, or so, churches carved
into the rock and cliffs, or their
architectural history. Local tradition
attributes most of the churches to the
4th century Aksumite Kings - Abreha
and Atsbeha.
Access to the churches involves some
interesting hikes up the steep (and
sometimes sheer) cliff faces. Inside
many of the churches are colourful
frescoes - hundreds of years old. The
priests who live on these mountains
follow a simple life that revolves
around the Orthodox Christian
calendar.
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abuna yemata
- Gheralta’s church in the sky The most inaccessible place of
worship on earth, perched on top of
a vertical spire in Tigray’s northern
highlands.
Carved by hand from the rock in
which it stands, this 5th Century
monastery called Abuna Yemata
is decorated in exquisite frescoes,
and is so sacred that mothers bring
their newborn babies up here to be
baptised, and bodies have been laid to
rest near by.
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abune gebre mikael
- Ancient monastery The monastery of Abune Gebre
Mikael is one of our most favourite. It
has a modest whitewashed entrance
set within the natural rock, with old
wooden window frames.
It opens into a beautiful and classical
place of worship, cruciform in plan
with dome ceilings, pillars and arches
- covered in amazing unspoiled
frescos of Christian saints and biblical
scenes.

debra zion
- Abuna Abraha m Rectangular in shape, with six
freestanding pillars, Debre Zion is
known for its architectural features,
including decorated dome ceilings,
bas-reliefs and carved crosses on the
walls.
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It also has beautiful, though faded
murals and a unique ancient
ceremonial fan.
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korkor lodge
- Tigray Region Korkor Lodge, built of stone and
low in profile, like everything else in
Tigray, has so much charm.
A small lodge with just 8 rooms - each
separate to one another, ensuite with
a secluded veranda to make the most
of the views of the stunning Gheralta
Mountains. There is a separate lounge
and dining area with amazing service
and meals.
This is a great base to explore the
rock-hewn churches in the mountains
and the Danakil Depression.
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danakil depression
- Afar Region More than 100 metres below sea level,
the Danakil Depression is peppered
with colourful sulphurous springs,
acid lakes, active volcanoes and giant
salt pans.
Some of the hottest temperatures
known to man are found here in the
Danakil Depression. Unlike anything
else on this planet, this extraordinary
place is located on a geographical fault
within the Great Rift Valley, at the
Horn of Africa.
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salt pans
- Danakil Depression The nomadic Afar people that inhabit
this region are ‘belligerent and proud’
as portrayed by Wilfrid Thesiger.
Today, you are most likely to see the
Afar with their huge trains of camels,
gently snaking their way across this
inhospitable land to collect salt,
believed to be following ancient salt
routes.
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blue pools
- Danakil Depression In the heart of the Danakil, between
the cracks of lava and within craters
lies pools of turquoise water and Lake
Asal. These cool refreshing waters
(mildly saline) are a welcome escape
from the heat of the desert terrain.
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aksum
- Tigary, Northern Ethiopia The ruins of the ancient city of Aksum
mark the heart of ancient Ethiopia,
when the Kingdom of Aksum was
the most powerful state between the
Eastern Roman Empire and Persia.
The town is most famous for its
Stellae stone monuments. Scattered
around this World Heritage Site are
also ruins of palaces, underground
tombs and inscriptions that rival the
Rosetta Stone.
Pilgrims still journey to Aksum
and the majority of Ethiopians
passionately believe that the Art of the
Covenant resides here.

park of stellae
- Town of Aksu m Built before Christianity came to
Ethiopia, between the 3rd and 5th
century, the significance Aksum’s
stellae monuments is not fully
understood, although almost certainly
they had religious significance.
Carved from of a single piece of
granite, the stellae are intricately
engraved with windows and a door.
The apex is carved into a semi-circular
shape, symbolising the heavens. All
are south facing to watch the sun
move across the sky.
They may have been used to worship
sun god, or to draw the sun’s energy.
Some say they were phallic symbols
and relate to fertility. However they
were most likely funeral monuments
for ancient rulers and saints.
The largest obelisk, 108 feet long,
lies shattered across the ground, and
according to legend it covers the grave
of the Queen of Sheba.
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saint maria of zion
- Town of Aksu m In the heart of Aksum stands the 17th
century Church of Saint Maria of Zion.
Its ancient roots date back to the 4th
Century when it was commissioned
by the Axumite Prince Ezana, and it
stood for hundreds of years before its
destruction in the 16th century.
In 1635, Maria of Zion was
reconstructed by Emperor Fasilidas
on the original site.
The chapel which stands adjacent
is believed to house the Ark of the
Covenant - most sacred to the Old
Testament, and a mystery to the rest
of the world that believes it to be lost.
The Ethiopian Christian priests
maintain that the Ark is a white stone
tablet inscribed by God with the Ten
Commandments and kept in a shallow
solid-gold case.
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simien mountains
- Amhara Region Thousands of years of erosion has
worn down the Ethiopian plateau and
created one of the most spectacular
landscapes in the world. At 4,543m,
the Simiens are Ethiopia’s highest
range.
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wildlife
- Simien Mountains The jagged peaks and deep valleys are
home to rare and endemic wildlife
including the Ethiopian wolf,
Gelada Baboon, and the Walia Ibex - a
wild goat found nowhere else in the
world.
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Also found here is the lammergeier
(bearded vulture) - a massive vulture
with a wingspan of up to 3
metres, with a distinctive diamondshaped tail and black moustache.
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gelada baboon
- Simien Mountains The Gelada are a species of Old World
monkey found only in the Ethiopian
Highlands. Typically seen in large
troops, these baboon-size animals are
the last surviving species of ancient
grazing primates.
Their long heavy coats help them
withstand the cold temperatures.
They have a distinct red chest patch,
that has earned them the name of
‘bleeding-heart baboon’.
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limalimo lodge
- Simien Mountains Within the Simien Mountains sited on
the edge of the escarpment overlooking
the dramatically eroded spires and
valleys that dominate the views, stands
the mountain lodge of Limalimo.
Built using the native American
rammed-earth building technique
and locally available materials,
the lodge blends perfectly into the
surroundings. The earthiness is
reflected throughout the lodge’s
interior spaces which are airy and
open, with wooden furnishings,
and rural Ethiopian decor. The
comfortable and spacious central
living spaces open up onto huge
wooden decks with firepits, to enjoy
the views and fresh mountain air even in the evenings.
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The lodge, named after a
neighbouring rural village, is small
with just 12 double cabins, spread out
along the hillside.
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gondar
- Fortress city founded in the 17th
Century Gondar - Ethiopia’s first capital that
lies at the foot of the mighty Simien
mountains.
In 1632, Emperor Fasilidas
proclaimed that Gondar, a previously
non-descript village, would become
the site of the Empire’s new capital,
and for the next 250 years, the Kings
of Ethiopia ruled from here.
In the heart of modern day Gondar, lie
the ancient remains of ‘Fasil Ghebbi’
(Royal Enclosure), with castles,
palaces, halls, stables and churches,
and a diversity of unique architecture
of Portuguese, Nubian, Indian and
Roman influences.
The site was inscribed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site in 1979.

Adventure Ends

Gheralta Mountains
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Our ground agent is based in Kenya,
and offers a broad range of
professional air services using
helicopters and fixed wing aircraft,
throughout sub-Saharan Africa.
Areas of operation: 16 African
countries, covering more than 10
million square kilometers: Kenya,
Tanzania, Uganda, Congo, Chad,
South Sudan, Somalia, Ethiopia,
Rwanda, Madagascar, Mozambique,
Zambia, Malawi, Zimbabwe,
Botswana and Namibia.

www.explorationscompany.com
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